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Introduction to Stemformatics



Stemformatics is...

- A web based pocket dictionary
- An atlas of public datasets for benchmarking
- A host of private datasets
- A resource to help you with your research



How we help biologists

- Set expectations
- Timely in our response
- Visualisations makes data easy to explore
- View gene by gene to build a story
- Free service
- Average time on website under 10 minutes



What Stemformatics looks like











Resources for sequencing data



Dataset Types

Pipeline Hosted 

Microarray CAGE

RNASeq Protein

ChIPSeq Single Cell qPCR

Methylation



S4M: How we create pipelines

- Can use it in HPC and in local machines
- Make it easier to develop future modules
- Rigorous focus on “Best practise”
- Focused on visualisation
- Extra step(s) for diagnostics/analysis
- Created by bioinformatician/ software engineer
- 2 - 3 months to develop





S4M: How to find “Best practise”

- Literature review (top-down)
- Investigate existing software/methods (bottom-up)
- What are the experts doing?
- Analysis of Pros and Cons
- The 80/20 rule
- Industry not always on top of this



Compute Resources 

- Big jump in needs from microarray to 
sequencing

- AIBN HPC 180 cores, 1152 GB RAM. Cost 
$238,000 USD, shared by multiple groups (UQ)

- Free VM#1 16 cores, 256GB RAM (UoM)
- Free VM#2 16 cores, 64GB RAM (NeCTAR)
- Note: Ideally 1 core per RNAseq library and 

minimum 20GB RAM per dataset



Storage Resources 

- Big jump in needs from microarray to 
sequencing

- 84TB storage for backups (RDSI)
- 30TB storage on AIBN HPC (UQ)
- 2TB storage on VM#1 (UoM)
- 480GB storage on VM#2 (NeCTAR)
- Plenty of work still needed to automate this
- Note: RNASeq dataset between 1TB to 3TB



Bioinformatics Infrastructure



Cyverse (Arizona State University)

- Easy for biologists to access bioinformatics tools
- RNA-Seq, genome assembly, phylogenetics, GWAS, 

and more
- Free with an institutional email address
- Funded with $100 million from the NIH
- http://www.cyverse.org/
- Note: Still difficult to know best-practise workflows

http://www.cyverse.org/
http://www.cyverse.org/


Australian National Infrastructure

Cloud compute (NeCTAR)
Storage (RDSI)

Funded nationally by
NCRIS (like CONCYTEC?)

Stemformatics uses:
- 10 Virtual Machines
- 100TB of storage
- 10,000+ unique visitors



Future



Peru

- Critical mass in bioinformatics needed
- Would benefit both researchers and clinicians
- Would need to solve hardware, compute, storage and 

skillsets and training problems
- Would need to be centrally funded (eg. CONCYTEC)
- Would need to be collaborative
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